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women Comparisons with other workers should
not be used except in the cise of public servants
(e ff teachers and nurses) whose productivity can
not be measured and whose paj tends to fall
behind that of the private sector The limit on
the increase in company dividends of 3 5 per cent
per annum was ended and the Government powers
to delay the implementation of proposed wage and
price increases were reduced However the in
comes policy laid down in the "White Paper wis
tempered by the imminence of a General Election
and the recent cost of living increases and it did
not prevent a wage explosion occurring In
1970
(vi) Conservative Policy
On taking office m June 1970 the Conservative
Government eschewed its predecessor s approach
to incomes policy and disbanded the National
Board for Puces and Incomes lo curb the m
flation it maintained the economy m recession and
saueezed company liquidity hopmf, in this way to
weiken wage pressures and strengthen the resist
ances of employers In addition it attempted
to reoisb demands for wage increases m the public
sector at the cost of prolonging strikes eg in
electricity supply and po tal services and it
intervened to curb price rises in the nationalised
industries eg postal charges and steel prices
These measures were by no means a sure remedy
for the inflation spiral The Government placed
its faith on its Bill for the reform of industrial
relitions to solve the problem of wage inflation
in the long run
Monetary and Fiscal Policies since 1960
There is probably no country in the world which
has made fuller use than Britain of budgetary
policy as a means of stabilising *he economy
Since 1941 almost all adjustments to the total
level of taxation have been made with the object
of reducing an excess m totil demand or of
repairing a deficit Whereas in the United States
there is still a public clamour for balanced
budgets British Governments have accepted
Keynesian principles—first laid down by Lord
Keynes—for managing the economy by adjusting
the level of taxation and pnvate saving relative
to pubhc expenditure and pnvate investment
This does not mean to say that British policies
have always been successful Apart from the
difficulty of deciding when demand is excessive or
deficient there are the difficulties that data are
available only with a serious time lag and may be
Inaccurate that economic events cannot be
piedicted with anj certainty and that the
quantitative effects of Government measures are
not easy to estimate
1960
In the first half of 1960 there were a series of
restrictive measures designed to curb the increase
m home demand and to improve the balance of
payments position Bank Bate was raised to 6
per cent To exert pressure on the banks
liquidity positions arid so help to curb bank
advances the banks were called upon to place
special deposits (see G81) with the Bank of
England Restrictions on hire purchase trans
actions were also imposed Furthermore the
Budget was restrictive the Chancellor estimated
an overall deficit (see G34) for 1S60-61 of only
£320 million.
1961.
The Budget was sternly anti inflationary
profits tax and some indirect taxes were increased
but there was a major reduction in surtax In
addition the Chancellor was granted powers to
introduce if he considered it necessary an
economic regulator a surcharge on or rebate
of indirect taxes by up to 10 per cent This
power provides greater scope foi using fiscal
measures to influence the economy in the periods
between Budgets In, July 1981 the Chancellor
introduced a collection of restrictive measures
These measures were primarily intended to ease
the critical foreign exchange situation but they
were not without effect on the domestic economy
Bank Bate was raised to 7 per cent To restrict
 the growth in demand the Chancellor imposed a
10 per cent surcharge m indirect taxation and
called the banks to increase their special deposits
at the Bank of England. Furthermore the
Chancellor announced that he aimed to restrict
the increase m government spending Not only
was the outflow of funds stopped but it was
actually reversed These measures were all too
successful in restricting demand at home there
was a fall m industrial production in the second
half of 1961
The 1962 Budget was however no less re
"trictive in intention than the 1961 Budget The
estimated overall deficit at £70 million was
virtually unchanged There was a move towards
uniformity of purchase tax rates The mam
novelty of the 1962 Budget was a tax on certain
speculative gains Prom the summer of 1962 on
wards monetary and fiscal policies were designed
to stimulate economic activity Bank Hate was
reduced to 4 per cent all special deposits held by
the Bank of England were released qualitative
restraints on bank lending were abolished some
post war credits were released investment
allowances for industry were increased and the
purchase tax on cars reduced
1963
January 1963 saw further reduction in purchase
taxes and a very considerable increase m social
payments The estimated overall Budget deficit
for 1963-64 was more than £600 million greater
than that of the previous year Tax reliefs were
announced the most important benefits to
individuals were derived from increases in the
illowanceb which can be ehaiged against income
before income tax is levied m addition Schedule
A. taxes were abolished for owner occupiers
Other changes in taxation were designed to
stimulate investment spending by companies
depreciation allowances were increased for tax
purposes and companies investing in areas of
high unemployment were permitted to charge de
preciation on their assets at a rate of their own
choosing The Budget was designed to provide
a fiscal boost to the economy and in this it
succeeded national output rose by more than 5
per cent over the year
1964
By 1964 the economy was beginning to show
signs of strain and the trade flguies revealed a
rapid deterioration in the balance of visible trade
The Chancellor s objective m his April budget was
to slow down the rate of growth without producing
deflation He planned an overall deficit of £790
million but provided for additional taxation by
increasing the duties on tobacco and alcoholic
dnnks by about 10 per cent
Both consumption expenditure and industrial
production jumped sharply towards the end of
1964 and there were reports of a growing labour
shortage The balance of payments was heavily
m deficit throughout the year Nothing was
done about it however until after the General
Mection in October In November the Chancellor
of the Exchequer presented a little budget
An additional 6d in the £ was placed on the
standard rate of Income tax and there were
Increases m petrol duties in National Insurance
contributions and payments But old age pen
sions weie increased During the sterling crisis of
Novembei (see G80) Bank Rate was raised to 7 per
cent to stem the outflow of funds but this was not
accompanied by a credit squeeze to restrict pro
ductive investments as in the crisis of 1961 Tin
hke some of his predecessors the Chancellor had not
opted for deflation as the cure for the balance of
payments deficit Instead reliance was placed on
an import surcharge and an export rebate How
ever the British policy came under fire from some
European Governments who called for a deflation
of the British economy
1965
The Budget contained two major fiscal innovi
tions a corporation tax and a capital gains tax.
Pull employment was maintained in 1985 The

